Recurring structural motifs in proteins with different functions.
Structures that have diverged from a common ancestor often retain functional and sequence similarity, although the latter may be very reduced. Even so, the overall fold of the structure is generally highly conserved. Now however, several have been identified of proteins that have been identified that have different functions but which have converged to a similar fold. These proteins will also have low sequence identities. By comparing the complete structure databank against itself, using sequence and structure alignment techniques, we have been able to identify six new examples of structurally related folds that have no apparent sequence or functional similarity. These related proteins include a family of crambin-like folds and a family of ferredoxin II folds. We found that all the similarities between structures are present in small proteins and occur as motifs within the core of a larger protein. The low sequence similarity and the lack of any obvious functional relationship between proteins with similar structures suggest that the proteins have diverged from independent ancestors. The similarities may therefore be of interest for understanding the various stereochemical and physical criteria that operate to generate a favourable fold.